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WORK EXPERIENCE

Sr. Software Engineer
PedidosYa 01/2022 - In Progress Remote

PedidosYa is the leading delivery and quick commerce technology company 
in LATAM. It has been part of Delivery Hero since 2014.

I'm the core maintainer of all our front-end applications, creating 
reusable libraries inside our Monorepo. I'm the creator of this one.
I actively participate in almost every Product initiative, even if I don't 
implement it I still design the technical solutions.
I have a career plan where I made improvements to our tech stack: Re-
ducing the complexity by eliminating backend services. Increasing our 
quality code and workzow. Increasing our quality user-activity tracking.

Frontend Lead Engineer
Riqra 07/2020 - 01/2022 Remote

Riqra is building an e-commerce suite dedicated to digitiBe the #2# sales in 
LATAM.

I was the core maintainer for all the frontend applications, leading 
structural changes in our architecture. ELeadership
I developed integrations with national and international payment sys-
tems. EPayments
I started the S2S testing initiative for the Vtorefront. ETesting

Backend Node.js Engineer
VISA - VendeMás 03/2020 - 06/2020 Remote

áendeMKs provides technologies for middle-entry-level merchants, so they 
can accept payments with all the credit cards.

I developed microservices using Apache Qafka and RabbitMj for one 
main proCect of e-billing along with Ulose2+ technology. E#ackend
I used TDD to develop high-level quality software, also good and mod-
ern software practices. ETesting
I contributed to one UGG proCect about the encryption system used by 
mobile devices. EVecurity

Full Stack Node.js Developer
Riqra 02/2018 - 08/2019 Lima - Perú

Riqra is building an e-commerce suite dedicated to digitiBe the #2# sales in 
LATAM.

I implemented the most recent version of the e-commerce platform, 
supporting di~erent features for di~erent customers in LATAM. EVaaV
I contributed to the 3raphjL API. 6W00 deploys to production. E#ack-
end
I was the creator of the Hyperbola proCect, the integration server based 
on data zows. EInnovation
I was the core maintainer of Truck, the React +I components library. 
6100 components built from scratch. EDesignVystem

INTRODUCTION

Voftware Developer with GN years of expe-
rience working on the frontend and back-
end side. I've worked with many technolo-
gies over the past years, now focused on 
the –eb with &ode.Cs, React, TypeVcript, and 
3raphjL.

EDUCATION

Computer Systems Engineering
Universidad Privada del Norte

03/2013 - 12/2017

San Isidro, Trujillo, La Libertad, Perú

In the !eld of Voftware Sngineering

Uompetitive programming community Leader O 
AUM-IUPU Uontestant
I took UV courses like data structure, algorithms 
design @ compilers
I enCoyed learning programming basics from my 
masters. UGG @ Python rocks

LANGUAGES

Vpanish &ative

Snglish Intermediate

STRENGTHS

Velf-taught Person
Powered by Internet: nline Uourses, 
Youtube, #logs, etc.

Ureative
Intelligence for sustainable solutions.

Uooperative
Teamwork, with respect and passion for 
success.

INTERNET

Twitter
rqbaBan

3ithub
rqbaBan

LinkedIn
rqbaBan
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